FOOD SERVICES PRODUCTS
DETECTO scales for the food services department
come in a variety of sizes and styles

DL1030P
MCS-20P

PT-25

PS4

420-2000
EB-150-185B
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DETECTO has the right scale for you, from simple portion scales
to integrated and networked price computing scales.
Founded in the foodservice industry in 1900, DETECTO’s scales are designed to serve a wide variety
of needs in the commercial foodservice business. Our price computing scale networks with your
inventory to print labels, bar codes, ingredients, or anything else. Our portion scales are easy to read
and clean, and our precision scales offer unmatched accuracy down to milligrams.

DL1030P

MCS-20P

APS15

Price Computing Scale with
Integrated Label Printer

Hanging Dial Scale with
Stainless Steel Bowl

Enterprise Retail
Point-Of-Sale Scale

DETECTO’s DL series
networkable price
computing scales with
integral label printers
features 5,990 PLUs, 30 lb x 0.01 lb or
60 lb x 0.02 lb capacity, 12.8 in W x 8.9
in D stainless steel platform, inventory
reporting capabilities by PLU, multiple
connectivity ports, alphanumeric
display, 4 LED display windows and 1 dot
matrix text screen, NTEP legal-for-trade
certification, and they are available with
or without a tower pole display. 50 label
types are available via included software.
Label rolls are available from DETECTO in
single rolls or by the case.

The MCS series hanging dial scales are
built for commercial use in grocery store
produce sections, commercial kitchens, and
general foodservice use. DETECTO offers the
MCS mechanical scale with a galvanized scoop
and chains, bowl suspended by a steel
bow, and also the dial by itself with two
S-hooks. The large 8-inch-diameter dial is
furnished with easy-to-read black graduations
and numerals and a red knife pointer that
indicates weight fast and accurately. The dial
mechanism is protected by a clear lens while
plastic housing eliminates dust and scratches.
The MCS produce scale is offered in 20-lb
and 40-lb capacities and includes two steel
industrial-grade S-hooks (top and bottom).

DETECTO’s Enterprise
series retail point-of-sale
(POS) scales integrate with
most point-of-sale systems for checkout
applications and to personal computers for
many other applications that require weight
data. The Enterprise series scales offer optional
NTEP legal-for-trade wireless capabilitvy for
ease of data integration. The scales come in
a multitude of platform sizes to choose from
ranging from 6 x 10 inch/15 x 25 cm up to 18 x
18 inch/46 x 46 cm and six different capacities
ranging from 160 oz x 0.1 oz up to 250 lb x 0.1
lb/125 kg x 0.05 kg. The scales are NTEP legalfor-trade and come with four connectivity ports
(1 USB-B and 3 RS-232 serial).

420-2000

PT-25

EB-150-185B

PS4

Digital Precision
Balance Scale
with up to 2000 g
Capacity and 20 mg Precision

Petite Top Loading
Dial Scale

Stainless Steel Bench
Scale with ColumnMounted Display

Compact
Portion
Scale Takes
up Minimal
Counter Space

DETECTO’s digital precision
balance scales are precise
and flexible, measuring in
a wide variety of units for
many applications where
accuracy is demanded, such
as weighing food, patient
samples, medication, and other
critical materials. The scale has
a built-in rechargeable battery
and a removeable air shield
for precise measurement. The
stainless steel platform size is
5.7 in W x 4.5 in D.

Available in baked
enamel or stainless
steel, DETECTO’s PT series is the
petite top loader product line
of choice. They feature sturdy
construction, stability, convenient
weight viewing angle, temperature
compensation for dependable
accuracy and easy readability.
Available in a number of different
capacities, these top loaders can be
used for a variety of applications.
Most models feature a 5.75-inch
square stainless steel platform.
These economically priced scales
are the perfect solution for
weighing portions in food-service,
or just about anything else.

DETECTO’s EB bench
scales with 185 Rival
weight indicators
feature rechargeable battery power
allowing them to be moved easily to
multiple locations, bold 1-inch/25mm high backlit LCD for highvisibility readouts, 3 platform sizes
and 5 capacities available. Capacities
range from 15 lb/6 kg up to 300
lb/150 kg and the EB series is NTEP,
OIML, and Measurement Canada
legal for trade. The EB bench scales
feature the strength and durability of
a beautiful stainless steel scale base
and column combined with the a
bright, adjustable display.

DETECTO’s PS4 portion scale
features a smooth, molded
stainless steel body, lift-off
stainless steel commodity tray,
and sealed membrane keypad,
making it incredibly easy to clean
and simple to operate. Featuring
a 0.8-inch (20-mm) high 5-digit
LCD display and a 5.9 x 4.75
inch (15 x 12 cm) platform with
a capacity of 4 lb, this scale is
ideal for cafeterias, restaurants,
delis and pizza parlors. The
PS4 is accurate to 0.1 oz and
NSF certified.

DETECTO reserves the right to improve, enhance,
or modify features and specifications without prior notice.
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